
亞伯丁
The origin of the company name came from Aberdeen, 
the Granite City of Scotland, also known as Silver City. 
Not only is the name beautiful, it also represent the 
direction of the company’s development. ADDSTONE 
Faux Stone Coating comes from years of granite paint 
production technology. Not only does it integrate the 
market demands of the building industry, it also 
developed environmental friendly water based, high 
degree of imitation, easy process and weather resistant 
stone like texture coating system. Aberdeen  Decoration 
Co., Ltd. simultaneously developed professional stone like 
texture paint spraying technology and provide various 
composite materials for consumers to completely 
achieve their imagination towards granite stone.

Aberdeen will inherit the spirit of the granite stone which 
are perseverance and gentleness. With environmental 
friendly, high degree of imitation, easy to operate as the 
indicators for research development, Aberdeen will 
continue to develop various granite surfaces and or 
colors to achieve your imagination towards granite stone.

About Aberdeen Decoration

Tel  / +886-7-721-6037
Address / No.81, Sanshang St., Fengshan Dist., Kaohsiung City 830047
add@aberdeco.com

ADDSTONE

Faux Stone Coating

Creating the most realistic 

stone like texture
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ADDSTONE Faux Stone Coating 

ADDSTONE Faux Stone Coating is a composite material high 
stone like texture coating system, complete water based 
eco-friendly building material that could be cover on the 
various surface materials such as GRC, tile, brick wall, cement, 
Styrofoam, metal plastic, wood and calcium silicate boards. 

It could realistically present stone like texture and quality that 
could be applied onto various flat and curved surfaces of outer 
wall decorations, interior wall, ceiling, gardens and products, 
fulfilling the market demand.

Quick and professional high quality 
services, from quotation to shipping. 
Aberdeen Decoration also provide       
tutoring services, and secondary 
processing services…etc.

About ADDSTONE Faux Stone Coating 

Coating Process System

One Stop Service

Dirt proof and
easy to clean

Environmentally
water based

High degree of
imitation

Good weather
resistant

Do not contain
toxic material

Primer

Elastic Coating

Main Material

Sealer

General View of Product Application

General View of Product Application
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